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Abstract
By the Baxter’s Q72-operator method, we demonstrate the equivalent theory between the
generalized τ (2)-model (other than two special cases with a pseudovacuum state) and the N -
state chiral Potts model with two alternating vertical rapidities, where the degenerate models
are included. As a consequence, the theory of the XXZ chain model associated to cyclic rep-
resentations (with the parameter ς) of Uq(sl2) with q
N = 1 for odd N is identified with either
(for ςN = 1) the chiral Potts model with two superintegrable vertical rapidities, or (for ςN 6= 1)
the degenerate model for the selfdual solution of the star-triangle relation. In all these identi-
fications, the transfer matrices T, T̂ of the chiral Potts model (including the degenerate ones)
serve as the QR, QL-operators of the corresponding τ
(2)-model, so that the functional relations
hold as in the solvable N -state chiral Potts model.
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1 Introduction
In the study ofN -state chiral Potts model (CPM) as a descendant of the six-vertex model, Bazhanov
and Stroganov [14] found a five-parameter family of Yang-Baxter (YB) solutions for the asymmetric
six-vertex R-matrix, which defines the generalized τ (2)-model, also known as the Baxter-Bazhanov-
Stroganov model [7, 11, 14, 22]. The transfer chiral-Potts matrix arises as the Q-operator of the
corresponding τ (2)-matrix [12, 14] by following the construction of Baxter’s Q-operator for the
eight-vertex model in [6]. Hereafter in this paper, the CPM always means the ”checkerboard” type
model with two vertical (alternating) rapidities as discussed in [12], where the functional-relation
method was invented due to the lack of the ”difference” property of CPM rapidities in a high-genus
curve. By counting the free parameters of CPM, one easily see that the τ (2)-models arisen from
CPM form a three-parameter sub-family among all generalized τ (2)-models. The aim of this paper
is to conduct the Q-operator investigation for an arbitrary generalized τ (2)-model along the line of
Baxter’s Q72-operator in the eight-vertex model [4]. First, we note that a pseudovacuum state exists
only for a certain special type of τ (2)-models, which can be studied by the powerful algebraic Bethe
ansatz method [20, 23, 24, 35] as previously shown in [31]. Except those τ (2)-models possessing
a pseudovacuum state, the main result of this paper can be loosely stated as ” the generalized
τ (2)-models and CPM with two vertical rapidities are the equivalent theories provided degenerate
versions of CPM are included”. The CPM transfer matrix will be derived as the Q-operator of the
corresponding τ (2)-model in the functional-relation framework [12, 29]. Note that the τ (2)-model
in this work is the trace of product of L-operator (2.12), which is invariant under gauge and scale
transforms (2.21) (2.22). Using these transformations, one can always reduce the τ (2)-model to
one in CPM with the alternating rapidities having the same temperature-like parameter k′. Hence
the Q-operator is the CPM transfer matrix in [12], however the degenerate forms are necessarily
included. Furthermore, Baxter extended the study of CPM transfer matrix and functional relations
to some τ (2)-models [11] more general than those considered in this work. The generalized τ (2)-
model of Baxter in [11] is an ”inhomogeneous” model of alternating rapidities with two k′s, not
generally equal even by the gauge and scale transforms. Then the Boltzmann weights not necessarily
satisfy the usual N -periodicity conditions, but replaced by a weaker condition ([11] (27)).
By the observation that a special gauge transformation and the rescaling of spectral variables
of the L-operator give rise to the equivalent τ (2)-models, a ”generic” τ (2)-model can be reduced to
a τ (2)-model in CPM. Indeed, one can derive the quantitative description of the ”generic”-criterion
about parameters in L-operator by the algebraic geometry study of these equivalent relations among
τ (2)-models. As a consequence of this result, the conjectural boundary fusion relation [22, 31] holds
for an arbitrary generalized τ (2)-model, hence the method of separation of variables can be applied
in the study of τ (2)-models ([22] Theorem 2). Furthermore, the non-generic τ (2)-models are now the
only remaining cases where an appropriate Q-operator is to be found in the theory. In this paper, we
employ the Baxter’s techniques of producing Q72-operator of the root-of-unity eight-vertex model
[4] to construct the QR, QL-, then Q-operator for a given τ
(2)-model, as in the Q-operator study
of the root-of-unity XXZ and eight-vertex model in [4, 5, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 30, 32, 33], also as
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the superintegrable CPM in [34]. Indeed, we show that the method can be successfully applied to
CPM with two arbitrary vertical rapidities to reproduce the CPM transfer matrices T, T̂ , originally
appeared in [12], from the τ (2)-matrix as its QR, QL-operators. The special (i.e. non-generic) τ
(2)-
models, other than two special cases (see (3.19) in the paper) where the pseudovacuum state exists,
are now reduced to the theory of ”degenerate chiral Potts models” for k′ = 1, 0. The degenerate
chiral Potts models for k′ = 1 are indeed the selfdual solutions of the star-triangle relation in
[2, 3, 25, 13, 21]. Consequently, the theory of XXZ chains associated to cyclic representations (with
the parameter ς) of Uq(sl2) for q
N = 1 and odd N can be identified with either the superintegrable
CPM with two vertical rapidities (for ςN = 1), or the selfdual Potts model in [13, 21] (for ςN 6= 1).
Among these identifications is the equivalent theory of the spin-N−12 XXZ chain for q
N = 1 and a
homogeneous superintegrable CPM, as previously shown in [34]. Furthermore, the τ (2)-matrix of a
degenerate chiral Potts model is explicitly given in our approach so that the whole set of functional
relations in CPM [12] holds also in the degenerate model. This suggests that one should be able
to carry out a study of the degenerate chiral Potts model (but not done yet) on various problems,
such as the eigenvalue spectrum of the transfer matrix, similar to those in the solvable N -state
chiral Potts model in [8, 26].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review some basic facts in CPM and
the generalized τ (2)-model. First we recall known results in CPM in subsection 2.1, then give a
brief discussion of the generalized τ (2)-model in subsection 2.2. Here we state one of main results
in this paper, Theorem 2.1, about the precise criterion of τ (2)-models equivalent to those in CPM
with two vertical rapidities. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on an algebraic geometry study
of rapidity curves for k′ 6= 0,±1, the detailed argument of which we leave in Appendix where
some technical complexity in mathematical derivation seems necessary due to the constraint of
the parameter k′. In section 3.1, we provide a construction of Q-operator of a generalized τ (2)-
model using the Baxter’s Q72-operator method [4]. We illustrate this construction by reproducing
the chiral Potts transfer matrices from the τ (2)-model as its QR and QL-operators. The method
will also enable us to derive the degenerate chiral Potts models from the τ (2)-model not covered in
Theorem 2.1. In section 3.2, the selfdual degenerate Potts model with k′ = 1 (in [3, 25, 21], [13](10))
are found through the Q-operator theory of certain τ (2)-models, among which are those equivalent
to XXZ chains for cyclic representations of Uq(sl2) previously described in [34] with q
N = 1 and
representation parameter ςN 6= 1 for odd N . In section 4, we study the Q-operator theory of the
remaining special τ (2)-models (with conditions (3.20) (4.1), and cN 6= 1). The QR, QL-operators
are constructed through the theory of degenerate chiral Potts models with k′ = 1, 0. However, the
commutating relation between QR and QL required for the construction of commuting Q-operators
holds only in case k′ = 1, which is studied in subsection 4.1. The degenerate chiral Potts models
with k′ = 0 is discussed in subsection 4.2. Since the Boltzmann weights of each case for degenerate
chiral Potts model with k′ = 1 give arise to a solution of the star-triangle relation, we observe that
the derivation of functional relations in CPM in [12] holds also for these degenerated models. The
functional relations of all those models are listed in section 5. We close in section 6 with some
concluding remarks.
3
2 Chiral Potts Model and the Generalized τ (2)-model
This section serves as a brief introduction to the chiral Potts model and the generalized τ (2)-model
with a sketchy summary, also used for establishing the notation (for more details, see [1, 12, 14, 27,
28] and references therein). In subsection 2.2, we describe a precise τ (2)-matrix criterion of CPM
with two vertical rapidities among all generalized τ (2)-models, stated as Theorem 2.1, the proof of
which we leave in Appendix.
In this paper, CN denotes the vector space of N -cyclic vectors v =
∑
n∈ZN
vn|n〉 with the basis
indexed by n ∈ ZN (:= Z/NZ). We fix the Nth root of unity ω = e
2pi
√−1
N , and a pair of Weyl
CN -operators, X and Z, with the relations XZ = ω−1ZX and XN = ZN = 1:
X|n〉 = |n+ 1〉, Z|n〉 = ωn|n〉 (n ∈ ZN ).
2.1 The N-state chiral Potts model
The rapidities of the N -state CMP are elements of a genus-(N3 − 2N2 +1) curve described by the
four-vector ratios [a, b, c, d] in the projective 3-space P3 with the equation
Wk′ :
{
kaN + k′cN = dN , kbN + k′dN = cN ,
aN + k′bN = kdN , k′aN + bN = kcN ,
(2.1)
where k, k′ are parameters with k2 + k′2 = 1, and k′ 6= ±1, 0. Note that the four relations in (2.1)
are determined by an arbitrary two among them. In this paper, the variables x, y, µ, t will denote
the following component-ratios of [a, b, c, d] ∈ P3:
x :=
a
d
, y :=
b
c
, µ :=
d
c
, t :=
ab
cd
(= xy).
For later use, we define the following P3-automorphisms:
R : (x, y, µ) 7→ (y, ωx, µ−1), T : (x, y, µ) 7→ (ωx, ω−1y, ω−1µ), U : (x, y, µ) 7→ (ωx, y, µ). (2.2)
Note that the above automorphisms leave the curve (2.1) unchanged. Hereafter, we shall use letters
p, q, . . . to denote elements in P3, and write its ratio-coordinates by xp, yp, tp, µp, ap, bp, . . . whenever
it will be necessary to specify the element p. Using the coordinates (x, y, µ) ∈ C3, the curve Wk′
(2.1) is defined by the equation:
Wk′ : kx
N = 1− k′µ−N , kyN = 1− k′µN , (2.3)
which is equivalent to
k =
xN + yN
1 + xNyN
, µ−N =
1− kxN
k′
(
⇐⇒ k = x
N + yN
1 + xNyN
, µN =
1− kyN
k′
)
. (2.4)
The condition for k 6= 0,±1,∞ is equivalent to the constraint: either (xN + yN )(1 − x2N )(1 −
y2N )(1+xNyN ) 6= 0, or xN = −yN = ±1. The Boltzmann weights of the N -state CPM are defined
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by coordinates of p, q ∈Wk′ :
Wp,q(n)
Wp,q(0)
= (
µp
µq
)n
∏n
j=1
yq−ωjxp
yp−ωjxq
=
∏n
j=1
dpbq−apcqωj
bpdq−cpaqωj
,
W p,q(n)
Wp,q(0)
= (µpµq)
n
∏n
j=1
ωxp−ωjxq
yq−ωjyp
=
∏n
j=1
ωapdq−dpaqωj
cpbq−bpcqωj
,
(2.5)
which satisfy the star-triangle relation
N−1∑
n=0
W qr(j
′ − n)Wpr(j − n)W pq(n− j′′) = RpqrWpq(j − j′)W pr(j′ − j′′)Wqr(j − j′′) (2.6)
where Rpqr =
fpqfqr
fpr
with fpq :=
(
detN (W pq(i−j))QN−1
n=0 Wpq(n)
) 1
N
. Note that the rapidity constraint (2.3) ensures
the Boltzmann weights (2.5) with the N -periodic property for n. On a lattice of the horizontal size
L, the combined weights of intersections with vertical rapidities p, p′ between two consecutive rows
give rise to the operator of
L⊗ CN which defines the transfer matrix of the N -state CPM:
Tp,p′(q){j},{j′} =
L∏
ℓ=1
Wp,q(jℓ − j′ℓ)W p′,q(jℓ+1 − j′ℓ), (2.7)
for q ∈Wk′ and jℓ, j′ℓ ∈ ZN . Here the periodic condition is imposed by defining L+1 = 1. Similarly,
we define
T̂p,p′(q){j},{j′} =
L∏
ℓ=1
W p,q(jℓ − j′ℓ)Wp′,q(jℓ − j′ℓ+1). (2.8)
Then Tp,p′ , T̂p,p′ commute with the spin-shift operator, denoted again by X (:=
∏
ℓXℓ) when no
confusion could arise. The star-triangle relation (2.6) yields the following commutative relation
Tp,p′(q)T̂p,p′(r) = (
fp′qfpr
fpqfp′r
)LTp,p′(r)T̂p,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q)Tp,p′(r) = (
fpqfp′r
fp′qfpr
)LT̂p,p′(r)Tp,p′(q), (2.9)
for q, r ∈Wk′ (see [12] (2.15a)-(2.32b)), by which the Q-operators, defined by
Qp,p′(q) = T̂p,p′(q0)
−1T̂p,p′(q) = (
fpqfp′q0
fp′qfpq0
)LTp,p′(q)Tp,p′(q0)
−1
for q ∈Wk′ , form a commuting family. Here q0 is an arbitrary point inWk′ for both T̂p,p′(q0), Tp,p′(q0)
being non-singular.
2.2 The generalized τ (2)-model
In the discussion of CPM as a descendent of the six-vertex model, a five-parameter family of
generalized τ (2)-models was found in [14] with the L-operator defined by the matrix of C2-auxiliary,
CN -quantum space in terms of the Weyl operators X,Z:
L(t) =
(
1 + tκX (γ − ̺X)Z
t(α− βX)Z−1 tαγ + β̺κ X
)
, t ∈ C. (2.10)
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Hereafter in this paper, we assume the complex parameters α, β, γ, ̺, κ to be non-zero ( even though
no such restriction was required in the general discussion [14, 22]). The above L-operator satisfies
the Yang-Baxter (YB) equation
R(t/t′)(L(t)
⊗
aux
1)(1
⊗
aux
L(t′)) = (1
⊗
aux
L(t′))(L(t)
⊗
aux
1)R(t/t′) (2.11)
for the asymmetric six-vertex R-matrix,
R(t) =

tω − 1 0 0 0
0 t− 1 ω − 1 0
0 t(ω − 1) (t− 1)ω 0
0 0 0 tω − 1
 .
For later convenience, throughout this paper we use another but equivalent labelling of the param-
eters in (2.10):
(a, b, a′, b′, c) = (
−̺
ωκ
,
1
γ
,
β
κ
,
−1
α
,
κ
αγ
) ∈ C∗5, C∗ := C \ {0},
i.e. (α, β, γ, ̺, κ) = (−1
b′ ,
−a′c
b′b ,
1
b
, ωac
b′b ,
−c
b′b); then (2.10) becomes
L(t) =
(
1− t c
b′bX (
1
b
− ω ac
b′bX)Z
−t( 1
b′ − a
′c
b′bX)Z
−1 −t 1
b′b + ω
a′ac
b′b X
)
=:
(
A(t) B(t)
C(t) D(t)
)
. (2.12)
Note that there is no connection between the above parameters (a, b, a′, b′, c) and the homogeneous
coordinates [a, b, c, d] of P3 in (2.1). The quantum determinant and the ”classical” L-operator ([22]
(88) (45), [31] (2.9) (2.24), [36]) of (2.12) are expressed by
detqL(t) = q(t)X, q(t) :=
ωc
(b′b)2 (ab− t)(a′b′ − t),
L(tN )(:= 〈L〉) =
(
〈A〉 〈B〉
〈C〉 〈D〉
)
= 1
b′NbN
(
b′
N
bN − cN tN b′N − aNcN
−(bN − a′NcN )tN a′NaNcN − tN
)
,
(2.13)
where 〈O〉 := ∏N−1i=0 O(ωit) denotes the average of the (commuting family of) operators O(t) for
t ∈ C. Then the monodromy matrix of the chain size L for (2.12),
L⊗
ℓ=1
Lℓ(t) =
(
AL(t) BL(t)
CL(t) DL(t)
)
, Lℓ(t) = L(t) at site ℓ, (2.14)
again satisfy the YB equation (2.11), with the average given by ([31] Proposition 2.2, [36])
〈
L⊗
ℓ=1
Lℓ〉 :=
(
〈AL〉 〈BL〉
〈CL〉 〈DL〉
)
= L1(tN )L2(tN ) · · · LL(tN )(= L(tN )L). (2.15)
The τ (2)-matrix is the commuting family of
L⊗ CN -operators defined by the ω-twisted trace of
the monodromy matrix (2.14):
τ (2)(t) = tr
C
2
L⊗
ℓ=1
Lℓ(ωt), (2.16)
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which commutes with the spin-shift operator X. For an integer j ≥ 2, there exists the jth fusion
L-operator, (a matrix of Cj-auxiliary and CN -quantum space) constructed from the L-operator
(2.12) by a canonical procedure, which gives rise to the jth fusion τ (j)-model, i.e. the commuting
L⊗ CN -operators τ (j)(t) for t ∈ C, so that the operators τ (j)’s with τ (0) = 0, τ (1) = I satisfy the
following recursive fusion relation:
τ (2)(ωj−1t)τ (j)(t) = z(ωj−1t)Xτ (j−1)(t) + τ (j+1)(t), j ≥ 1. (2.17)
where z(t) = q(t)L with q(t) in (2.13) (see, e.g. [31] Proposition 2.1).
The τ (2)-matrix of CPM with vertical rapidities p, p′ in (2.3), denoted by τ
(2)
p,p′ hereafter in this
paper, is constructed from the L-operator (2.12) with parameters (2.12) defined by
(a, b, a′, b′, c) = (xp, yp, xp′ , yp′ , µpµp′), (2.18)
(by formulas (3.37) (3.38) for j = 2, α = n = 0, 1,m = 0, 1, (A3), and (3.44a) for j = 2, k = 0
in [12]), and it relates to the CPM transfer matrices (2.7)(2.8) by the τ (2)T -relations ([12] (4.20)
(4.21))1:
τ
(2)
p,p′(ω
−1tq)Tp,p′(q) = { (yp−xq)(tp′−ω
−1tq)
ypyp′(xp′−ω−1xq)
}LTp,p′(U−1q) + { (yp′−yq)(tp−tq)ypyp′ (xp−yq) }
LTp,p′(R
2U−1q),
T̂p,p′(q)τ
(2)
p,p′(ω
−1tq) = { (yp′−xq)(tp−ω
−1tq)
ypyp′(xp−ω−1xq)
}LT̂p,p′(U−1q) + { (yp−yq)(tp′−tq)ypyp′ (xp′−yq) }
LT̂p,p′(R
2U−1q),
(2.20)
where U,R are Wk′-automorphisms defined in (2.2). Then τ
(2)
p,p′’s form a 3-parameter family among
all the generalized τ (2)-matrices. On the other hand, there are two equivalent relations among all
L-operator (2.12) which produce equivalent τ (2)-models. First, the τ (2)-matrix is unchanged when
applying the gauge transform to the L-operator (2.12) by ML(t)M−1 with M = dia[1, ν]. The
corresponding change of parameters is the transformation:
(a, b, a′, b′, c) 7→ (ν−1a, νb, νa′, ν−1b′, c), ν ∈ C∗. (2.21)
The second equivalent relation is induced by substituting the variable t by λ−1t, which corresponds
to the transformation of parameters:
(a, b, a′, b′, c) 7→ (λa, b, a′, λb′, c), λ ∈ C∗. (2.22)
Then the relations, (2.21) and (2.22), give rise to a C∗2- action of the 5-parameters of L-operators
(2.12), by which a generic τ (2)-model can be reduced to a CPM τ
(2)
p,p′ in (2.18). Indeed, an explicit
description of τ (2)-models equivalent to the chiral Potts τ
(2)
p,p′ is described by the following theorem,
the proof of which we leave in the appendix.
1An equivalent formulation of first τ (2)T -relation in (2.20) is given by [12] (4.31) using the automorphism U only:
τ
(2)
p,p′(ω
−1
tq)Tp,p′(q) = {
(yp − xq)(tp′ − ω
−1tq)
ypyp′(xp′ − ω−1xq)
}LTp,p′(U
−1
q) + {
ωµp′µp(tp − tq)(xp′ − xq)
ypyp′(yp − ωxq)
}LXTp,p′(Uq). (2.19)
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Theorem 2.1 The necessary and sufficient condition for parameters a, b, a′, b′, c ∈ C∗ in (2.12)
whose τ (2)-model is equivalent to a CPM τ
(2)
p,p′-model via relations (2.21), (2.22) for p, p
′ in (2.3)
with k′ 6= 0,±1 is{
bN − a′N = b′N − aN = 0 for cN = 1
(bN − a′N )(b′N − aN )(bN − a′NcN )(b′N − aNcN )(bNb′N − aNa′NcN ) 6= 0 for cN 6= 1 .
(2.23)
In the above situation, the τ (2)-matrix is related to τ
(2)
p,p′-matrix by a change of variables, t = λ
−1t˜
for some λ ∈ C∗:
τ (2)(t) = τ
(2)
p,p′(t˜). (2.24)
As an easy consequence of the above theorem, a conjectural boundary fusion relation ([22] (107),
[31] (2.30)) is valid for a generalized τ (2)-model:
Corollary 2.1 the boundary fusion relation holds for an arbitrary τ (2)-model:
τ (N+1)(t) = z(t)Xτ (N−1)(ωt) + u(t)I, (2.25)
where z(t) = q(t)L as in (2.17), and u(t) := 〈AL〉+ 〈DL〉 with AL,DL in (2.14).
Proof. By the construction of τ (j)-matrices ([31] section 2.2) and using the continuity argument,
one needs only to verify the relation (2.25) for a generic τ (2)-model as described in (2.23), which
by Theorem 2.1, is equivalent to a CPM τ
(2)
p,p′-model. Note that the relation (2.21) leaves the
quantum determinant q(t) unchanged, but changes L(tN ) in (2.13) only by a gauge transformation,
hence with the same u(t) in (2.25) by (2.15). For the relation (2.22), one uses t = λ−1t˜ and
(λa, b, a′, λb′, c) = (a˜, b˜, a˜′, b˜′, c˜), then finds q(t) = q(t˜), and L(tN ) = L(t˜N ), hence u(t) = u(t˜).
Therefore the equality (2.25) is preserved under relations (2.21) and (2.13). The conclusion of this
theorem now follows from the known fact about the valid boundary fusion relation (2.25) for CPM
τ
(2)
p,p′-model ([12] (4.27c) (4.28) (4.29) (2.46)), where q(t) =
ωµpµp′ (tp−t)(tp′−t)
y2py
2
p′
, u(t) = αq + αq with
αq = e
L
q , αq = e
L
q and eq, eq the eigenvalues of L(tN ) in (2.13):
αq = e
L
q , eq =
µNq (y
N
p −x
N
q )(y
N
p′−x
N
q )
k′yNp yNp′
=
(tNp −t
N
q )(y
N
p′−x
N
q )
(xNp −x
N
q )y
N
p y
N
p′
=
(yNp −x
N
q )(t
N
p′−t
N
q )
(xN
p′−x
N
q )y
N
p y
N
p′
,
αq = e
L
q , eq =
µ−Nq (yNp −yNq )(yNp′−y
N
q )
k′yNp yNp′
=
(yNp −y
N
q )(t
N
p′−t
N
q )
(xN
p′−y
N
q )y
N
p y
N
p′
=
(tNp −t
N
q )(y
N
p′−y
N
q )
(xNp −y
N
q )y
N
p y
N
p′
.
(2.26)
Remark The functions, αq, αq in (2.26) and z(t) in (2.25), satisfy αqαq = z(t)z(ωt) · · · z(ωN−1t),
which is the relation between the determinant of (2.15) and the quantum determinant of monodromy
matrix (2.14): det〈⊗ℓLℓ〉 = 〈detq ⊗ℓ Lℓ〉.
Note that each condition in (2.23) is preserved under (2.21) and (2.22), and with the same
criterion to which both τ
(2)
p,p′ and τ
(2) in (2.24) belong. The structure of τ (2)-model for the case
cN = 1 in (2.23) can be determined as follows. By Lemma 2.1, we need only to consider those CPM
8
τ
(2)
p,p′ with (µpµp′)
N = 1, then the relation (2.3) yields (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (ω
iyp, ω
−jxp, ω
kµ−1p ) for some
i, j, k ∈ ZN . The L-operator (2.12) under the gauge transform (2.21) with ν = y−1p now becomes
L(t) =
(
1− tωkX (1− ωj+k+1X)Z
−t(1− ωi+kX)Z−1 −t+ ωi+j+k+1X
)
where t = ω
jt
xpyp
. Note the above L(t) is the L-operator (2.12) with b, b′ = 1 and (a, a′, c) =
(ωj, ωi, ωk). In particular, it is represented by the L-operator of the superintegrable τ
(2)
p,p′ with
(xp, yp, µp) = (ω
mη
1
2 , ωm
′
η
1
2 , ωn) , (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (ω
m′+iη
1
2 , ωm−jη
1
2 , ω−n+k) where η := (1−k
′
1+k′ )
1
N ,
among which the homogenous CPM τ (2)-matrices are those with the relations, ωi = ωj = ωm−m
′
, ωk =
ω2n. When N is odd, those among superintegrable τ
(2)
p,p′ with ω
i+j+1 = ωk = 1 correspond to XXZ
chains for the cyclic Uq(sl2) representations with q
N = 1 and a Nth root-of-unity representation
parameter ςN = 1 [34].
3 The Q-operator of the generalized τ (2)-model
This section is devoted to the construction of Q-operator for a generalized τ (2)-model with the
L-operator (2.12). The τ (2)-models of our main interest are those not equivalent to CPM τ (2)-
models in (2.23). By following Baxter’s method of producing the eight-vertex Q72-operator in [4],
we shall first in subsection 3.1 describe the general mechanism of constructing the Q-operator of
a generalized τ (2)-model, and illustrate the method in the CPM τ (2)-model by reproducing the
transfer matrices (2.7), (2.8) as the QR and QL-operators. Then in subsection 3.2, we identify the
transfer matrix of the selfdual degenerate Potts models with k′ = 1 as the Q-operator for τ (2)-
models with cN = 1, among which when N is odd, are those equivalent to XXZ chains associated
to cyclic Uq(sl2) representations with q
N = 1 and the representation parameter ςN 6= 1 [34].
3.1 Construction of the Q-operator of a generalized τ (2)-model, and the transfer
matrix of the chiral Potts model
For a L-operator (2.12), we define the CN -operators Aη, Cξ,η, Dξ for ξ, η ∈ C as in [34],
Aη(t) := A(t)− B(t)η, Dξ(t) := ξB(t) + D(t),
Cξ,η(t) := ξA(t) + C(t)− ξB(t)η − D(t)η,
(3.1)
with the following commutative relations ([34] (3.5)):
Cξ,η(t)X
−1
Aη(ωt) = Aη(t)X
−1
Cξ,η(ωt), Cξ,η(ωt)Dξ(t) = Dξ(ωt)Cξ,η(t). (3.2)
We are going to follow Baxter’s Q72-operator method in [4] to produce the QR, QL, and Q-operator
associated to the L-operator (2.12). The QR, QL-matrices are defined by
QR = trCN (
L⊗
ℓ=1
Sℓ), QL = trCN (
L⊗
ℓ=1
Ŝℓ) (3.3)
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with Sℓ, Ŝℓ = S, Ŝ at site ℓ respectively, where the local S, Ŝ-operators are matrices of C
N -auxiliary
and CN -quantum space with the CN -operator-entries Si,j, Ŝi,j:
S = (Si,j)i,j∈ZN , Ŝ = (Ŝi,j)i,j∈ZN . (3.4)
Consider the local-operator U with the C2 ⊗ CN -auxiliary and CN -quantum space:
U =
(
AS BS
CS DS
)
.
Hereafter we write the operators A(t),B(t),C(t),D(t) simply by A,B,C,D if no confusion could
arise; while the matrix S will depend on some variable σ algebraically related to the variable t:
S = S(σ). Then one has τ (2)QR = trC2⊗CN (
⊗L
ℓ=1Uℓ) where Uℓ = U at the site ℓ, and τ
(2)QR will
be decomposed into the sum of two matrices if we can find a 2N by 2N scalar matrix (independent
of σ)
M =
(
IN 0
−δ IN
)
, δ = dia[δ0, · · · , δN−1], (3.5)
so that the matrix
M
−1
UM =
(
AδjSi,j, BSi,j
Cδi,δjSi,j, DδiSi,j
)
i,j∈ZN
has vanishing lower blocktriangular matrix; and a similar discussion also for QLτ
(2). For this
purpose, we first determine the condition of ξ, η so that the Cξ,η in (3.1) is a singular operator.
Since the entries of Cξ,η are zeros except
bb′〈n|Cξ,η|n〉 = (bb′ξ − ω−nbt)(1 − ωnb−1η), bb′〈n|Cξ,η|n− 1〉 = −c(ξ − ω−n+1a′)(t− ωnηa),
one finds
(bb′)Ndet Cξ,η = (b
′NξN − tN )(bN − ηN )− cN (ξN − a′N )(tN − ηNaN ). (3.6)
The vanishing determinant of Cξ,η will provide the criterion of ξ, η with a non-zero kernel vector
of Cξ,η, by the same argument as in Lemma 3.2 of [34], now explained below. If det Cξ,η = 0, the
kernel of Cξ,η is one-dimensional generated by the kernel vector v =
∑
n∈ZN
vn|n〉 defined by
vn
vn−1
=
c(ωa′ − ωnξ)(t− ωnaη)
(b− ωnη)(t − ωnb′ξ) . (3.7)
Hence by (3.2), one finds the relations
Aη(t)v(t) = λ(t)Xv(ω
−1t), Dξ(t)v(t) = λ
′(t)v(ωt) (3.8)
where λ(t) = c(ωa
′b′−t)(t−ωaη)v0(t)
bb′(t−ωb′ξ)v0(ω−1t)
, λ′(t) = (ab−t)(t−b
′ξ)v0(t)
bb′(t−aη)v(ωt)0 . A similar argument implies that the
one-dimensional cokernel for a singular operator C(ξ∗, η∗) is generated by v∗ =
∑
n∈ZN
v∗n〈n| with
v∗n
v∗n−1
=
(b− ωn−1η∗)(t− ωn−1b′ξ∗)
c(a′ − ωn−1ξ∗)(t− ωnaη∗) , (3.9)
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satisfying the relations
v∗(t)A(η∗)(t) = λ∗(t)v∗(ωt)X, v∗(t)D(ξ∗)(t) = λ∗
′
(t)v∗(ω−1t) (3.10)
where λ∗(t) = c(a
′b′−t)(t−aη∗)v∗0(t)
bb′(t−ω−1b′ξ∗)v∗0(ωt) , λ
∗′(t) = (ωab−t)(t−b
′ξ∗)v∗0(t)
bb′(t−ωaη∗)v∗0(ω−1t) . In the above discussion when
applying to the CPM L-operator with parameters in (2.12) given by (2.18) with t = tq, we set the
parameters in (3.7) (3.9) by
ξ = ω−ixq, η = ω
−jxq; ξ
∗ = ω−iyq, η
∗ = ω−jyq, (3.11)
so that the cyclic vectors are determined by the relations
vn
vn−1 =
µpµp′ (ωxp′−ω
n−ixq)(yq−ωn−jxp)
(yq−ωn−iyp′)(yp−ωn−jxq)
, v
∗n
v∗n−1 =
(xq−ωn−1−iyp′ )(yp−ω
n−1−jyq)
µpµp′ (xp′−ωn−1−iyq)(xq−ωnaω−j)
. (3.12)
With the following functions λ(t), λ′(t) in (3.8), we define the vectors in (3.7) by2
vn(t;ω
−ixq, ω
−jxq) =W p′,q(n − i)Wp,q(n− j),
vn(ω
−1t;ω−ixq, ω
−jxq) =W p′,U−1q(n− i+ 1)Wp,U−1q(n− j + 1),
vn(ωt;ω
−ixq, ω
−jxq) =W p′,R2U−1q(n− i)Wp,R2U−1q(n− j);
λ(t) =
(tp′−ω
−1t)(yp−xq)
ypyp′ (xp′−ω−1xq)
, λ′(t) =
ω−i+j(tp−t)(yq−yp′)
ypyp′ (yq−xp)
,
(3.13)
where W p′,q,Wp,q are Boltzmann weights in (2.5), and the automorphisms U,R are in (2.2). Simi-
larly, the cyclic vectors in (3.9) and functions in (3.10) are expressed by
v∗n(t;ω−iyq, ω
−jyq) =Wp′,q(i− n)W p,q(j − n),
v∗n(ω−1t;ω−iyq, ω
−jyq) =Wp′,R2U−1q(i− n+ 1)W p,R2U−1q(j − n+ 1),
v∗n(ωt;ω−iyq, ω
−jyq) =Wp′,U−1q(i− n)W p,U−1q(j − n),
λ∗(t) =
(tp′−t)(yp−yq)
ypyp′(xp′−yq)
, λ∗
′
(t) =
ω−i+j(tp−ω−1t)(yp′−xq)
ypyp′ (xp−ω−1xq)
.
(3.14)
(Note that when the rapidities p, p′ are superintegrable elements, the cyclic vectors and functions
in (3.13) (3.14) were derived as formulas (4.15), (4.16) in [34]). We now construct the QR, QL-
operators (3.3) for two arbitrary elements p, p′ ∈ Wk′ using the following S, Ŝ-matrices (3.4) as
defined in [34] (3.36):
Si,j = v(tq;ω
−ixq, ω
−jxq)〈j|, Ŝi,j = |j〉v∗(tq;ω−iyq, ω−jyq), (3.15)
which in turn yields the identification of QR, QL-operators with the CPM transfer matrices in (2.7)
(2.8):
QR(q) = Tp,p′(q), QL(q) = T̂p,p′(q) (3.16)
for q ∈Wk′ . Then the τ (2)T -relation (2.20) follows from (3.13) (3.14).
2Using a different value for v0(ωt), one may define the vector vn(ωt) in (3.13) by vn(ωt;ω
−ixq, ω−jxq) = W p′,Uq(n−
i− 1)Wp,Uq(n− j − 1), hence change the value of λ
′(t) by λ′(t) =
ωµ
p′
µp(tp−t)(xp′−xq)
ypyp′(yq−ωxp)
, which provides another form
(2.19) in the τ (2)T -relation.
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We now use the kernel vector of the Cξ,η-operator to construct the QR-operator of an arbitrary
τ (2)-model with the L-operator in (2.12). Set (ξ, η) = (δi, δj) with δi’s in (3.5), and the operator
Si,j in (3.4) by Si,j = vi,jτi,j, where vi,j is the cyclic kernel vector in Cδi,δj , and τi,j ∈ CN∗ is a
parameter vector. The vector vi,j is non-zero if Cξ,η is a singular matrix. By (3.6), one finds
(bb′)N (det Cξ,η − det Cη,ξ) = (ξN − ηN )(bNb′N + cNaNa′N − tN (1 + cN )).
Therefore it is convenient to assume
ξN = ηN , (3.17)
i.e. all δNi with the same value ξ
N so that Cδi,δj are singular matrices for all i, j, which by (3.6) are
equivalent to the relation
(bNb′
N − cNaNa′N )ξN + (cNa′N − bN )tN + (cNaN − b′N )ξ2N + (1− cN )ξN tN = 0. (3.18)
We shall conduct the Q-operator investigation under the above assumption, with our main interest
especially on those L-operator (2.12) not equivalent to CPM ones as described in Theorem 2.1. Note
that the variable ξ in (3.18) is algebraically related to t except the case when cN−1 = aN−b′N = 0,
equivalent to the first relation in (2.23), which was previously discussed in [34] with no constraint
on ξN . Furthermore, in the case for the CPM τ (2)-model with parameters in (2.18), one finds
bNb′
N − cNaNa′N = 1− cN = −k(cNa′N − bN ) = −k(cNaN − b′N ),
which is equal to 1−µNp µNp′ . Then by using (3.11), (3.18) becomes the first rapidity relation in (2.4).
Hence one may regard the relation (3.18) as the rapidity-constraint for a generalized τ (2)-model as
it will become clearer later in the paper.
First we consider the case
cNa′
N − bN = 0 or cNaN − b′N = 0. (3.19)
When cNa′N = bN , ξ = 0 is a solution of (3.18), equivalently to say, the entry C(t) of the L-operator
(2.12) possesses a non-zero kernel vector; similarly, there exists a non-zero kernel vector of B(t)-
matrix when cNaN = b′N . Such a kernel vector defines the pseudo-vacuum state in the algebraic
Bethe ansatz method, by which the eigenvalue problem was previously investigated in [31]. Hence
for the rest of this paper, we shall restrict our discussion only on the remaining cases, i.e. with the
condition
(cNa′
N − bN )(cNaN − b′N ) 6= 0. (3.20)
In the next subsection we construct the Q-operator of the τ (2)-matrix with (3.20) and cN = 1
through the selfdual Potts models as degenerate forms of CPM.
3.2 Selfdual degenerate Potts models
In this subsection, we consider the L-operator (2.12) with the condition (3.20) and cN = 1. First,
we assume bNb′N = aNa′N . Using the relation (2.21) or (2.22), one may reduce the case with the
condition
aN + bN = a′
N
+ b′
N
= 0, (3.21)
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for aN 6= b′N , hence a′N − bN = aN − b′N 6= 0 by (3.20). Introduce the variables x, y with xN = ξN
and xy = t, then the equation (3.18) becomes xN+yN = 0, which can be regarded as the degenerate
rapidities in (2.1) for k = 0, k′ = ±1 with elements expressed by
q : (xq, yq, µq), x
N
q + y
N
q = 0, µ
N
q = ±1. (3.22)
The Boltzmann weights (2.5) with p, q in the curve (3.22) provide the selfdual solution of the
star-triangle equation (2.6) (([13] (10) for I = 0, [21])). Define the elements p, p′ in (3.22) by
p : (xp, yp, µp) = (a, b, 1), p
′ : (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (a
′, b′, c). (3.23)
Then (2.18) holds, and we obtain the relation (3.12) with parameters given by (3.11). The S-
matrices (3.4) defined by formulas (3.13) (3.14) (3.15) give rise to the QR, QL-operators by us-
ing the identity (3.16), where Tp,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q) are the transfer matrices (2.7), (2.8) of the self-
dual Potts model with the rapidity q in (3.22). Then τ (2)T -relation (2.20) holds. Note that
when N is odd, for a Nth root-of-unity q the XXZ chains associated to cyclic representations
of Uq(sl2) are known [34] to be equivalent to the τ
(2)-models with the L-operator (2.12) sat-
isfying the conditions: b, b′, c = 1, ωaa′ = 1, where a′ =: ς is the parameter of Uq(sl2)-cyclic
representations. By Theorem 2.1, the CPM τ (2)-model occurs only when ςN = 1, in which case
the Q-operator is equal to the CPM transfer matrix with two vertical superintegrable rapidities
([34] Theorem 4.2, or section 2.2 of this paper). The L-operator L(t) in (2.12) for the rest cases
with (a, b, a′, b′, c) = (ω−1ς−1, 1, ς, 1, 1) (ςN 6= 1) satisfy the conditions in our previous discussion:
cN = 1, bNb′N = aNa′N and (3.20), to which the theory of selfdual degenerate CPM can be applied.
Indeed by the above discussion, the parameter in (3.21) and the variable tq = xqyq in (3.22) are
related to ς and t in the following manner when using the relation (2.21):
(a, b, a′, b′, c) = (ω−1i
−1
N ς
−1
2 , i
1
N ς
−1
2 , i
1
N ς
1
2 , i
−1
N ς
1
2 , 1), tq = t, (i =
√−1).
or by using the relation (2.22) with
(a, b, a′, b′, c) = ( N
√−1ω−1, 1, ς, N√−1ς, 1), tq = N
√−1ςt.
We now consider the case bNb′N 6= aNa′N with cN = 1 and the condition (3.20). Using relations
(2.21) and (2.22), one may assume
aNa′
N − bNb′N = a′N − bN = aN − b′N 6= 0,
which is equivalent to
aN + bN = a′
N
+ b′
N
= 1, (3.24)
with aN 6= b′N . The coordinates (x, y) with xN = ξN and xy = t in (3.18) in turn yields the
equation of the Fermat curve,
xN + yN = 1,
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which can be realized as a degenerated form of the chiral Potts curve (2.1) in P3 with k′ = 1 (by
rescaling a factor on c, d-components):
k′ = 1 : aN + bN = 1, cN = dN = 1 ⇐⇒ xN + yN = 1, µN = 1. (3.25)
The Boltzmann weights (2.5) with rapidities in (3.25) define a selfdual solution of (2.6) ([13] (10)
for I = 1, [25, 3]). With p, p′ defined in (3.23) and q in (3.25), the relations (3.11)-(3.16) are valid,
and the transfer matrices Tp,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q) of the selfdual degenerate CPM associated to the (3.25)
give rise to the QR, QL-operators with the commutation relation (2.9) and τ
(2)T -relation (2.20).
Remark. In the discussion of this subsection, the rapidities p, p′ in (3.23) satisfy the inequality
aN 6= b′N , a condition derived from the assumption that the first relation in (2.23) is excluded
in our consideration above. However, the argument in this subsection about the selfdual solution
of (2.6) using rapidities in (3.22) or (3.25) equally holds for p, p′ in (3.23) satisfying aN = b′N
(which implies a′N = bN ). Since a τ (2)-model satisfying the first relation in (2.23) can be reduced
to the τ (2)-model with parameters satisfying (3.21) or (3.24) by the gauge transform (2.21), one
may also use the transfer matrices of the selfdual Potts model to construct the QR, QL-operator
of τ (2)-models with the first relation in (2.23), in which case we has also previously discussed the
QR, QL-operator in [34] through the superintegrable CPM transfer matrices Tp,p′ and T̂p,p′.
4 Degenerate chiral Potts models for cN 6= 1
This section is devoted to the study of Q-operator of the τ (2)-models with cN 6= 1. By Theorem
2.1, we need only to consider the cases not covered by the second inequality in (2.23), i.e. the
parameters (2.12) satisfying the condition (3.20) with cN 6= 1 and
(a′
N − bN )(aN − b′N )(bNb′N − cNaNa′N ) = 0. (4.1)
The above equality (4.1) can be replaced by either bNb′N−cNaNa′N = 0, or (a′N−bN )(aN−b′N ) = 0
(equivalent to bNb′N − cNaNa′N 6= 0 by (3.20)). In subsection 4.1, we shall show the Q-operator
with bNb′N − cNaNa′N = 0 is given by the transfer matrix of the degenerate chiral Potts models
for k′ = 1. When (a′N − bN )(aN − b′N ) = 0, we illustrate in subsection 4.2 that the standard
construction of a commuting family of Q-operators in [4, 34] fails in this case albeit one can obtain
the QR, QL-operator through the theory of degenerate chiral Potts model for k
′ = 0.
4.1 The degenerate chiral Potts model with k′ = 1
In this subsection, we construct the Q-operator of τ (2)-models with (3.20), cN 6= 1 and bNb′N −
cNaNa′
N = 0. By (3.20), a′N 6= bN , aN 6= b′N . Using relations (2.21) and (2.22), one may assume
cNa′
N − bN = cNaN − b′N = cN − 1⇐⇒ cN = 1− b
′N
1− aN =
1− bN
1− a′N . (4.2)
By the coordinates (x, y) with xN = ξN , t = xy in (3.18), we obtain
xN + yN = xNyN ⇐⇒ (1− xN )−1 = 1− yN =: µN . (4.3)
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The variable µN is related to t by
tN = (1− µN )(1− µ−N ).
The relation (4.2) implies 1
aN
+ 1
bN
= 1
a′N
+ 1
b′N
, which is equal to 1 by using cN = b
Nb′N
aNa′N
and
a′
N 6= bN . Therefore (a, b), (a′, b′) satisfy the first relation in (4.3). Let p, p′ be the elements in
(4.3) defined by
p : (xp, yp, µp) = (a, b, (1 − bN )
1
N ), p′ : (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (a
′, b′, c(1 − bN )−1N ). (4.4)
Note that by cN = (1 − bN )(1 − b′N ), the above µp′ differs from (1 − b′N )
1
N only by a Nth root
of unity. The curve (4.3) can be regarded as the rapidity curve for k′ = 1 in (2.1) where the
variables (a, b, c, d) is replaced by (
N
√
kk′−1a,
N
√
kk′−1b, c, d), by which the Boltzmann weights (2.5)
with rapidities in (4.3) give rise to a solution of (2.6). Hence the relations (3.11)-(3.16) for q in
(4.3) define the transfer matrices Tp,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q) of the degenerate k
′ = 1 chiral Potts model,
which provide the QR, QL-operators of the τ
(2)-model satisfying the commutation relation (2.9)
and τ (2)T -relation (2.20).
Remark. In the above discussion, we assume cN 6= 1. However, the described Q-operator con-
struction in above is also valid for the case cN = 1 when p, p′ in (4.4) are elements in the curve
(4.3) with non-zero b, b′ satisfying (1− bN )(1− b′N ) = 1.
4.2 The degenerate τ (2)-model for k′ = 0
We now study the case: cN 6= 1 with (a′N − bN )(aN − b′N ) = 0. By relations (2.21) and (2.22),
one may assume one of the following cases holds:
a′
N
= bN = 1, b′
N − cNaN = 1− cN or aN = b′N = 1, bN − cNa′N = 1− cN ,
which imply cN = 1−b
′N
1−aN
or 1−b
N
1−a′N
respectively. With the coordinates (x, y) with xN = ξN , t = xy,
the relation (3.18) becomes
1− yN − xN + xNyN = 0. (4.5)
The above equation can be regarded the k′ = 0 limit of (2.4) (or (2.1))3 , which is composed of the
two curves
C+ : x
N = 1, µN = 1− yN , C− : yN = 1, µ−N = 1− xN , (4.6)
whose element is denoted by σ = (xσ, yσ, µσ). As in (2.5), we define the following weights for
certain rapidities in (4.6) with σ ∈ Ci, σ′ ∈ Cj for i, j = ±:
Wσ,σ′(n) = (
µσ
µσ′
)n
∏n
j=1
yσ′−ω
jxσ
yσ−ωjxσ′
, if i = j,
W σ,σ′(n) = (µσµσ′)
n
∏n
j=1
ωxσ−ωjxσ′
yσ′−ωjyσ
if i 6= j.
(4.7)
Note that for elements σ, σ′ in (4.6) with x or y = 1 where µ takes the zero or ∞, the above
Boltzmann weights are uniquely determined. However the formula in (4.7) are not defined when
3By changing k′µ±N by µ±N in (2.3), the k′ = 0 limit of Wk′ is C± respectively.
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the indices i, j are not in the above described regions, hence the weights in (4.7) do not provide a
solution of the star-triangle relation (2.6). Define the following elements p, p′ in (4.6):
(xp, yp, µp) = (a, b, (1 − aN )
−1
N ) ∈ C−, (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (a′, b′, c(1− aN )
1
N ) ∈ C+ if a′N = bN = 1,
(xp, yp, µp) = (a, b, c(1 − a′N ) 1N ) ∈ C+, (xp′ , yp′ , µp′) = (a′, b′, (1− a′N )
−1
N ) ∈ C− if aN = b′N = 1.
One may still use the relations (3.11)-(3.16) with q ∈ C1∪C2 to define the QR, QL-operator satisfying
the relation (2.20), which are identified with Tp,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q
′) in (2.7), (2.8) for q ∈ Ci, q′ ∈ Cj and
i 6= j. Note that there is no common rapidity variable q valid for both Tp,p′ and T̂p,p′. Due to the
lack of the star-triangle relation for weights in (4.7), the commutation relation (2.9) fails in this
situation, which prevent us to obtain the commuting family of Q-operators.
In the Q-operator discussion of this paper, we assume the condition (3.20). From the gen-
eral ”rapidity” constraint (3.18), one derives the rapidity xy-curves in (3.22) (3.25) (4.3) of the
star-triangle solutions (2.6), which are all symmetrical when interchanging x and y. Indeed such
symmetric property is encoded in the theory since the substitutions (3.11) in constructing QR, QL-
operator, and the commuting Q-operators, require all the operators should share the same curve
of rapidities. In case the condition (3.20) fails, i.e. cN 6= 1 with cNa′N = bN (or cNaN = b′N ), the
relation (3.18), other than the solution ξ = 0, enables us to derive the curve 1 − xN + xNyN = 0
through a similar procedure as before. However, the non-symmetric nature of the xy-curve prohibits
the connection between those τ (2)-models and CPM. Indeed the cyclic-vector construction in (3.7)
(3.9) only leads to the pseudo-vacuum state which serves a simple reference state acted iteratively
by the ”creation” B-operator in the algebraic Bethe ansatz method to produce a simultaneously
diagonalized basis of the τ (2)-operator. By this, one may regard Baxter’s Q-operator method in
CPM and the ABCD-algebra method in algebraic Bethe ansatz are complementary techniques in
the theory of generalized τ (2)-models.
5 Functional relations of a degenerate chiral Potts model for k′ = 1
By the discussion in subsection 3.2 and subsection 4.1, the Boltzmann weights (2.5) with rapidities
in (3.22), (3.25) or (4.3) are solutions of the star-triangle relation (2.6), which define the degenerate
chiral Potts model with k′ = 1. By the same argument, the functional relations of CPM in [12]
indeed also hold for these degenerate models with k′ = 1, which we now explain below. First
note that each of the rapidity curves, (3.22) (3.25) or (4.3), is invariant under automorphisms in
(2.2), and Tp,p′(q), T̂p,p′(q) are single-valued functions of xq and yq, which will also be denoted by
Tp,p′(xq, yq), T̂p,p′(xq, yq) as in the CPM case. By the construction of the Q-operator, the τ
(2)T -
relation (2.20) holds for those degenerated models. Indeed the arguments in deriving functional
equations of CPM, and formulas (3.13)-(4.45) in [12] are all valid for these degenerate chiral Potts
models for k′ = 1. The fusion matrix τ (j)(tq) in subsection 2.2 of this paper is the same as τ
(j)
k,q
in [12] (3.44a) with k = 0 : τ
(j)
0,q = τ
(j)(tq); the fusion relations, (2.17) and (2.25), are given by
formulas (4.27a)k=m=0, (4.27c)k=0 respectively, in [12]. The τ
(2)T -relation (2.20) is the same as
[12] (4.20) (4.21) (for k = 0 and setting (2.41) ξq = ξˆq = 1). The τ
(j)T -relation is now expressed
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by ([12] (4.34)k=0)
τ (j)(tq) =
∑j−1
m=0 ϕqϕUq · · ·ϕUm−1qϕUm+1qϕUm+2q · · ·ϕUj−1q
Tp,p′(xq, yq)Tp,p′(ω
mxq, yq)
−1Tp,p′(ω
jxq, yq)Tp,p′(ω
m+1xq, yq)
−1Xj−m−1
where ϕU−1q, ϕq are the scale-factors in the τ
(2)T -relation (2.19): ϕq = { (yp−ωxq)(tp′−tq)ypyp′ (xp′−xq) }
L, ϕq =
{ωµp′µp(tp−tq)(xp′−xq)ypyp′(yp−ωxq) }
L, which are related to z(t) in (2.17) by z(tq) = ϕqϕq. The relation of CPM
transfer matrix and τ (j)’s is given by the T Tˆ -relation ( [12] (3.46)k=0 ):
λ
(0,j)
q Tp,p′(xq, yq)T̂p,p′(yq, ω
jxq) = H
(j)
p′qτ
(j)(tq) +H
(j)
pq τ (N−j)(ωjtq)X
j
whereH
(j)
p′q = (
ωj(j−1)/2tj−N
p′
QN−1
l=j (tp′−ω
ltq)
(1−xNq /x
N
p′ )(−xp′µp′µq/yp′)
j )
L, H
(j)
pq = (
ωj(j+1)/2y−jp
Qj−1
l=0 (tp−ω
ltq)
(1−xNq /y
N
p )(−ypµq/µp)
j )
L, λ
(0,j)
q = (NΩ
0j
pqΩ
0j
p′q)
−L
with Ω0jpq =
yj−1p
Qj−1
l=1 (yp−ω
lxq)
and Ω
0j
p′q =
(µp′µq)
jyN−j−1
p′ (yp′−yq)
Qj−1
l=0 (xq−ω
−lxp′)
(yN
p′−y
N
q )
([12] (3.24) (3.35) (3.36)
(3.41) (3.42)). Using formulas (4.37)-(4.38) in [12], one can write T Tˆ -relation in the form ([10]
(13), [28] (15)):
Tp,p′(xq, yq)T̂p,p′(yq, ω
jxq) = rp′,qhj;p,p′,q
(
τ (j)(tq) +
z(tq)z(ωtq)···z(ωj−1tq)
αq
τ (N−j)(ωjtq)X
j
)
where rp′,q = (
N(xp′−xq)(yp′−yq)(t
N
p′−t
N
q )
(xN
p′−x
N
q )(y
N
p′−y
N
q )(tp′−tq)
)L, hj;p,p′,q = (
∏j−1
m=1
ypyp′ (xp′−ω
mxq)
(yp−ωmxq)(tp′−ωmtq)
)L, and αq is in (2.26).
In particular for j = N , the T Tˆ -relation reduces to ([12] (4.44) )
Tp,p′(xq, yq)T̂p,p′(yq, xq) =
(
N(ypyp′)
N−1(yp − xq)(yp′ − yq)
(yNp − xNq )(yNp′ − yNq )
)L
τ (N)(tq)
Then one can derive the functional relation of CPM transfer matrix ([12](4.40)):
T̂p,p′(yq, xq) =
N−1∑
m=0
Cm,qTp,p′(ω
mxq, yq)
−1Tp,p′(xq, yq)Tp,p′(ω
m+1xq, yq)
−1X−m−1
where Cm,q = ϕqϕUq · · ·ϕUm−1qϕUm+1qϕUm+2q · · ·ϕUN−1q(
N(ypyp′)
N−1(yp−xq)(yp′−yq)
(yNp −x
N
q )(y
N
p′−y
N
q )
)L.
6 Concluding Remarks
Through the Q-operator approach, we establish the equivalent relation between the theories of
generalized τ (2)-model and the N -state chiral Potts models with the degenerate forms included.
The application of a special gauge transform and the rescaling of spectral parameters of the L-
operator has effectively deduced the five-parameter τ (2)-family to the three-parameter ones in
CPM. The ”generic” τ (2)-models correspond to CPM with two vertical rapidities in Wk′ with
k′ 6= 0,±1 in (2.1), and the result is verified by an algebraic-geometry method. The explicit form
of the generic parameters is described in Theorem 2.1. Other than a special kind of τ (2)-models
(3.19) which can be treated by the algebraic Bethe ansatz method, the Baxter’s Q72-operator
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technique is successfully applied to the rest ”non-generic” τ (2)-models, where the QR, QL-operators
are represented by transfer matrices Tp,p′ , T̂p,p′ of the degenerate chiral Potts model for k
′ = 1, 0.
The degenerate models for k′ = 1 all arise from the selfdual solutions of the star-triangle relation
(2.6) [3, 25, 13, 21]. As a result of our working, an explicit matrix form of the τ (2)-model is found,
and functional relations are verified for the selfdual Potts models in the same way as the solvable
CPM in [12]. It would be desirable that the functional-relation method can also be employed in the
investigation of eigenvalue problem for those degenerate models, just as in the discussion of CPM
in [8, 9, 26]. A programme along this line is now under progress and partial results are promising.
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Appendix: Algebraic geometry of chiral Potts τ (2)-models with two
alternating rapidities
In this appendix, we provide an algebraic geometry proof of Theorem 2.1. First we determine the
explicit equations about parameters in (2.12) corresponding to the 3-parameter CPM family (2.18).
For simple notations, in this appendix we shall write x = xp, y = yp, µ = µp, x
′ = xp′ , y
′ = yp′ , µ
′ =
µp′ for p, p
′ ∈Wk′ , then the relation (2.4) yields
k =
xN + yN
1 + xNyN
=
x′N + y′N
1 + x′Ny′N
, µ−N =
1− kxN
k′
, µ′−N =
1− kx′N
k′
(A1)
with the condition about k 6= 0,±1,∞, which is equivalent to the constraints,{
(xN + yN )(1 − x2N )(1 − y2N )(1 + xNyN ) 6= 0, or xN = −yN = ±1,
(x′N + y′N )(1− x′2N )(1− y′2N )(1 + x′Ny′N ) 6= 0, or x′N = −y′N = ±1. (A2)
The CPM condition (2.18) now becomes
(a, b, a′, b′, c) = (x, y, x′, y′, µµ′). (A3)
By (A1), one finds
y′N =
(xN + yN )− (1 + xNyN )x′N
(1 + xNyN )− (xN + yN )x′N , (µµ
′)−N =
1 + xNyN − (xN + yN )x′N
1− y2N ,
equivalently, the elements in (A3) satisfy the relations
(1 + aNbN )b′N − (aN + bN )a′Nb′N = (aN + bN )− (1 + aNbN )a′N ,
(1 + aNbN )cN − (aN + bN )a′NcN = 1− b2N , (A4)
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with the constraint condition (A2) replaced by
either (xN + yN )(1 + xNyN )(1 − x2N )(1− y2N )(1− x′2N ) 6= 0,
or xN = −yN = ±1,
or (xN + yN )(1− x2N )(1− y2N )(1 + xNyN ) 6= 0 , x′N = ±1.
(A5)
The first case in above implies (x′N +y′N )(1+x′Ny′N )(1−x′2N )(1−y′2N ) 6= 0. For the second case
in (A5), one has µN = (1±k1∓k )
1/2, which by (A1), yields k = 1−(µµ
′)−N
x′N±(µµ′)−N =
1−(µµ′)N
y′N∓(µµ′)N . Then either
(µµ′)N = 1 where −x′N = y′N = ±1, or (µµ′)N 6= 1 where x′N 6= ∓(µµ′)−N ,∓1, yN 6= ±(µµ′)N ,±1
and (µµ′)N = 1±y
′N
1∓x′N . For the third case in (A5), one has x
′N = ±1, hence y′N = ∓1, and
(µµ′)N = (1±y
N )
(1∓xN )
by (A4). Therefore equation (A4) subject to the constraint (A5) can be divided
into the following cases:
(i) cN = 1, aN = −bN = −a′N = b′N = ±1;
(ii) (aN + bN )(1 + aNbN )(1 − a2N )(1− b2N )(1 − a′2N ) 6= 0,{
aN + bN + (aN + bN )a′Nb′N = a′N + b′N + (a′N + b′N )aNbN ,
(1 + aNbN )cN − (aN + bN )a′NcN = 1− b2N ;
(iii) cN 6= 1, aN = −bN = ±1, (a′N ± c−N )(a′N ± 1)(b′N ∓ cN )(b′N ∓ 1) 6= 0,
1± b′N − cN (1∓ a′N ) = 0;
(iii′) cN 6= 1, a′N = −b′N = ±1, (aN ± c−N )(aN ± 1)(bN ∓ cN )(bN ∓ 1) 6= 0,
1± bN − cN (1∓ aN ) = 0.
(A6)
The above (iii) and (iii′) are symmetrical under the substitution: a, b↔ a′, b′. The third condition
in (iii) is equivalent to (a′N + b′N )(1 − a′2N )(1 − b′2N )(1 + a′Nb′N ) 6= 0; a similar statement also
exists for (iii′). Note that (ii) implies (a′N + b′N )(1 + a′Nb′N )(1 − a′2N )(1 − b′2N )(1 − a2N ) 6= 0;
and when interchanging a, b respectively with a′, b′ in conditions of (ii), one obtains the equivalent
condition for (ii).
We are going to describe C∗2-orbits of elements in (A6) for parameters in (2.12) under the
C∗2-action induced by relations (2.21) and (2.22), i.e.,
(a, b, a′, b′, c) 7→ (λν−1a, νb, νa′, λν−1b′, c), λ, ν ∈ C∗. (A7)
Denote u := λNν−N , v := νN ∈ C∗. Theorem 2.1 will follow by resolving (a, b, a′, b′, c) ∈ C∗5 for
each of the following equations (corresponding to those in (A6)), so that one can obtain a solution
of (u, v) ∈ C∗2:
(I) cN = 1, uaN = −vbN = −va′N = ub′N = ±1;
(II) (uaN + vbN )(1 + uvaNbN )(1 − u2a2N )(1− v2b2N )(1− v2a′2N ) 6= 0,{
u
2
vaNb′
N (bN − a′N ) + uv2bNa′N (aN − b′N ) = u(aN − b′N ) + v(bN − a′N ),
uvaN(bN − a′N )cN + v2bN (bN − a′NcN ) = 1− cN ;
(III) cN 6= 1, uaN = −vbN = ±1, (va′N ± c−N )(va′N ± 1)(ub′N ∓ cN )(ub′N ∓ 1) 6= 0,
1± ub′N − cN (1∓ va′N ) = 0;
(III′) cN 6= 1, va′N = −ub′N = ±1, (uaN ± c−N )(uaN ± 1)(vbN ∓ cN )(vbN ∓ 1) 6= 0,
1± vbN − cN (1∓ uaN ) = 0.
(A8)
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Note that the interchange of a, b, u respectively with a′, b′, v leaves the cases (I) and (II) invariant
(only replaced by some equivalent relations), while (III) and (III′) are exchanged. The third
condition in (III) is equivalent to (va′N + ub′N )(1 − v2a′2N )(1 − u2b′2N )(1 + uva′Nb′N ) 6= 0; a
symmetrical statement holds also for (III′).
When cN = 1, we need only to consider the cases (I) and (II) in (A8). For the case (II),
the second equality equation implies (uaN + vbN )(bN − a′N ) = 0, hence by the first (constraint)
condition, bN = a′N . Then the first equality equation yields (1 − v2b2N )(aN − b′N ) = 0, hence
aN = b′N . Therefore both the cases, (I) and (II) with cN = 1, satisfy the condition in Theorem 2.1
for cN = 1. From now on, we shall assume cN 6= 1, where only the cases (II), (III) and (III′) to be
considered. First we show
(bN − a′N )(b′N − aN )(bN − a′NcN )(b′N − aNcN ) 6= 0, (A9)
which is obviously valid for (III) and (III′). Indeed in the case (II), the second equation when
bN = a′N or bN = a′NcN implies 1−v2b2N = 0 or 1+uvaNbN = 0 respectively, both contradicting
the constraint condition. By the symmetrical argument, b′N 6= aN and b′N 6= aNcN ; hence follows
(A9).
Now assume the condition (A9). We are going to study the complex solution (u, v) of equations
in (A8):{
u
2
vaNb′
N (bN − a′N ) + uv2bNa′N (aN − b′N ) = u(aN − b′N ) + v(bN − a′N ),
uvaN(bN − a′N )cN + v2bN (bN − a′NcN ) = 1− cN , (A10)
and examine the condition so that the constraints in (A8) are satisfied. Note that by c 6= 1
and bN 6= a′N , any solution of (A10) must have the non-zero u, v-value. Furthermore, the u, v
determined by (uaN , vbN ) = ±(1,−1) are solutions of (A10), but fail to satisfy the inequality
constraint in (II).
Lemma 6.1 Let (u, v) be a solution of (A10). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(uaN , vbN ) = ±(1,−1)⇐⇒ vbN = ∓1⇐⇒ uaN + vbN = 0⇐⇒ 1 + uvaNbN = 0. (A11)
Proof. The first equivalence relation follows from the second equation in (A10) and the condition
a′
N 6= bN . If uaN + vbN = 0, the second equation in (A10) becomes (1 − cN )(1 + uvaNbN ) = 0,
hence 1 + uvaNbN = 0. Conversely when 1 + uvaNbN = 0, one can write the second equation in
(A10) as (v2b2N − 1)(bN − a′NcN ) = 0, hence by the assumption bN 6= a′NcN , vbN = ∓1. Then
follow the results.
Remark. One can express ub′N in terms of uaN , vbN , va′N using the first equation in (A10), then
obtain
1− u2b′2N = (1− u2a2N )(1 − v2a′2N )(1 − v2b2N ),
1 + uva′Nb′N − (va′N + ub′N )uaN = (1− u2a2N )(1− v2a′2N )(1 + uvaNbN − (uaN + vbN )va′N ),
which in turn yield the equations symmetrical to those in (A10) by interchanging a, b, u respectively
with a′, b′, v. Therefore follows the equivalence of (A11) and its dual relation, which is obtained by
replacing uaN , vbN in (A11) by va′N , ub′N respectively.
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We now determine the solutions of (A10) other than those in the above lemma. By bN 6= a′N ,
and the second relation of (A10), we express u in terms of v, substituted in the first equation of
(A10), which is now equivalent to the v-polynomial:
C4(b
N
v)4 + C2(b
N
v)2 + C0 = 0, (A12)
where C0 = (1− cN )(b′N − aNcN ) (6= 0), and
C2 = −2b′N + b−N (aN + b′N )(bN + a′N )cN − aNb−2N (b2N + a′2N )c2N ,
C4 = b
−2N (bN − a′NcN )(bNb′N − aNa′NcN ).
Note that C0 + C2 + C4 = 0. Claim: b
Nb′
N 6= aNa′NcN . Otherwise, C4 = 0, which implies
vbN = ∓1, hence uaN = ±1 and ub′ + va′c = 0, contradicting to the conditions in (II),(III) and
(III′). Therefore (A12) is a fourth-order equation with the solutions given by
v
2b2N = 1 or
b2N (1− cN )(b′N − cNaN )
(bN − a′NcN )(bNb′N − aNa′NcN ) . (A13)
Using a′N 6= bN , the condition of the above second solution with value 1 is equivalent to the
relation aNbN (1 − cN ) + bNb′N − aNa′NcN = 0. By Lemma 6.1, (uaN , vbN ) = ±(1,−1). Then
follows the equality relation in (III), where the constraint inequalities also hold by the remark
of Lemma 6.1. We now consider the case when v2b2N is given by the second solution in (A13)
which is not equal to one. By Lemma 6.1, vbN gives rise a solution of the case (II) in (A8) except
the constraint condition v2a′2N 6= 1. In case va′N = ±1, the second equation of (A10) becomes
cN (1 ∓ uaN )(1 ∓ vbN ) = 1 − v2b2N , and ub′N = ∓1 holds by the remark of Lemma 6.1. Since
v
2b2N 6= 1, this provides a solution of (III) in (A8). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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